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Abbreviations 
2D - two dimensional 
ATPase - adenosine triphosphate hydrolase 
BN PAGE - blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
DDM - n-dodecyl beta-D-maltopyranoside 
DNA - deoxyribonucleic acid 
dSTORM - direct stochastic optical resolution microscopy 
EM - electron microscopy 
EPEA - EPEA epitope tag 
EPEC - enteropathogenic Escherichia coli 
FLAG - FLAG epitope tag 
FRAP - fluorescence recovery after photobleaching 
fT3SS - flagella associated type III secretion system 
GFP - green fluorescent protein 
Halo - Halo epitope tag 
LC/MS - liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry 
LMNG - lauryl maltose neopentyl glycol 
LT - lytic transglycosylases 
MALLS - multi angle laser light scattering 
MS - mass spectrometry 
MS-rings - membrane and supramembrane rings 
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MW - molecular weight 
pBpa - para-benzoyl-phenylalanine 
PE - phosphatidylethanolamine 
PEG - polyethylene glycol 
PG - peptidoglycan 
RNA - ribonucleic acid 
SCV - Salmonella containing vacuole 
SDS PAGE - sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
SEC - size exclusion chromatography 
SIFs - Salmonella induced filaments 
SPI-1/2 - Salmonella pathogenicity island 1/2 
SRP - signal recognition particle 
T(2-3)SS - type (II-III) secretion system 
T4PS - type IV pili system 
TMD - transmembrane domain 
TMH - transmembrane helix 
UV - ultraviolet radiation 
WT - wildtype 
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Symbols and Units 
Å - Angstrom 
Da - Dalton 
h - hour 
nm - nanometer 
Δ - genetic deletion 
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Summary 
Bacterial type III secretion systems (T3SSs) are big multi-protein complexes which 
span both membranes of Gram-negative bacteria and are used to translocate effector 
proteins directly into the cytoplasm of target host cells. The export apparatus, a 
substructure centrally located in the inner membrane inside of these systems is 
essential for their proper assembly and functionality. In the Salmonella T3SS1, encoded 
on the Salmonella pathogenicity island 1 (SPI-1), the export apparatus is composed of 
the five membrane proteins SpaPQRS and InvA. This substructure is also present in 
the closely related flagella system, which bacteria like Salmonella use as a motility 
device. In the Salmonella flagella system the homologs of the export apparatus proteins 
are FliPQR, FlhB and FlhA. In this work the structural organization and assembly of 
the core components of this subcomplex from both systems were investigated. It was 
found that in both systems the homologs SpaP/FliP form a stable complex with 
SpaR/FliR independently of all other components. SpaP/FliP was identified as T3SS 
assembly nucleation point, which needs immediate stabilization by SpaR/FliR. This 
solid subcomplex acts as a platform onto which subsequently SpaQ/FliQ and later on 
SpaS/FlhB as well as InvA/FlhA get recruited. For the injectisome, the core component 
SpaP was identified as the pore forming unit in the inner membrane. This protein 
forms a pentamer with a donut-like shape which allows the passage of molecules with 
a size of 500 Da, indicating a pore diameter of about 15 Å. For its homolog FliP in the 
flagella system it was found that this protein forms a hexamer, built by a trimer of 
dimers. The hexamer is organized, as its respective injectisome homolog, in a donut-
like shape, suggesting a similar function. Furthermore, the function of an additional 
flagella-associated protein FliO was investigated. This bitopic membrane protein is 
missing in the injectisome and has been reported to be connected to FliP functionality. 
In this work, it was shown that FliO acts as a chaperone for FliP, preventing its 
degradation via the Lon pathway and stabilizing its multimerization until FliR gets 
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recruited. FliO itself builds multimers and is organized in a ring structure with flexible 
clamp like side arms to which FliP is able to bind.  
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Zusammenfassung 
Bakterielle Typ III Sekretionssysteme (T3SS) sind multi-Protein Komplexe, welche 
beide Membranen von gramnegativen Bakterien überspannen und genutzt werden, 
um Effektorproteine aus dem bakteriellen Zytoplasma direkt in Zielzellen zu 
injizieren. Eine zentrale Struktur im Inneren dieser Systeme ist der sogenannte 
Exportapparat, welcher essentiell für deren Funktionalität und korrekten 
Zusammenbau ist. Dieser ist im Salmonella SPI-1 T3SS aus den fünf Membranproteinen 
SpaP, SpaQ, SpaR, SpaS und InvA aufgebaut. Diese fünf Komponenten sind auch 
Bestandteil des bakteriellen Flagellums, welches der Fortbewegung dient. Die 
homologen Proteine des Exportapparats im Salmonella Flagellum sind FliP, FliQ, FliR, 
FlhB und FlhA. In dieser Arbeit wurden der strukturelle Aufbau und die 
Assemblierung dieser Substruktur in beiden Systemen untersucht. Es konnte gezeigt 
werden, dass in beiden Fällen die jeweiligen homologen Proteine SpaP/FliP und 
Spar/FliR unabhängig von allen anderen Komponenten einen stabilen Komplex 
bilden. SpaP/FliP wurde als Initiationspunkt der T3SS Assemblierung ausgemacht, 
welcher durch SpaR/FliR unmittelbar stabilisiert wird. Dieser Subkomplex stellt die 
Basisstruktur dar, zu der nachfolgend die Komponenten SpaQ/FliQ und anschließend 
SpaS/FlhB sowie InvA/FlhA rekrutiert werden. Weiterhin konnte das Virulenz-
assoziierte SpaP als die Komponente bestimmt werden, welche in der inneren 
Membran ein pentameres Multimer mit Porenfunktion ausbildet. Diese Pore ist 
durchlässig für Moleküle mit einer Größe von bis zu 500 Da, was auf einen 
Porendurchmesser von ungefähr 15 Å schließen lässt. Für das entsprechende 
Homolog FliP im Flagellensystem konnte die Bildung eines hexameren Rings gezeigt 
werden, was eine vergleichbare Funktion vermuten lässt. Darüber hinaus wurde die 
Funktion der Flagellenkomponente FliO genauer untersucht, für das kein Homolog 
im Virulenz-assoziierten T3SS nachgewiesen ist. Für FliO konnte bereits zuvor gezeigt 
werden, dass es mit der Funktionalität von FliP verknüpft ist. In dieser Arbeit konnte 
FliO als FliP-spezifisches Chaperon identifiziert werden, welches den gezielten FliP 
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Abbau durch die Lon Protease verhindert und dessen Multimerisierung bis zur 
Rekrutierung von FliR stabilisiert. FliO selbst ist als Multimer in einem Ring 
organisiert, an dessen Seiten sich flexible klammerartige Arme befinden, welche in der 
Lage sind, FliP zu binden.   
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Introduction 
Prolog 
Like the human skin, the bacterial cell envelope is of utmost importance for its host. 
This barrier to the environment is a hot spot for essential processes. Integrity and 
therefore protection from unfavorable environments, sensing and uptake of nutrients, 
as well as creating and using ion gradients as energy source are crucial for the survival 
of the bacterial cell (Silhavy et al., 2010). In order to adapt and interact, communication 
and exchange with its environment are key tasks of the bacterial cell envelope. To 
influence their own surroundings, host cells or other competing microbes, bacteria 
have evolved several secretion systems to translocate specific molecules to their 
designated target location (Green and Mecsas, 2016). To date, nine different bacterial 
secretion systems have been found and characterized (Abby et al., 2016; Costa et al., 
2015; Lasica et al., 2017). Their occurrence, shape, size, function and mode of action 
vary greatly. 
This work focuses on the type III secretion system (T3SS), a multi membrane-spanning 
nanomachine of Gram-negative bacteria, which is utilized to inject semi-folded 
proteins in a one-step mechanism into target host cells (Galán and Collmer, 1999). Due 
to their function, T3SSs are also called injectisomes. From an evolutionary perspective 
injectisomes or virulence associated T3SSs have evolved from bacterial flagella 
systems which harbor a flagella associated T3SS (fT3SS) as their core component (Abby 
and Rocha, 2012). In the flagella system, the T3SS is used to export several structural 
components of the flagella filament to the outside, where they assemble and build up 
a sophisticated nanomachine that enables bacteria to move (Macnab, 2003). 
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T3SSs - How Salmonella Uses Its Major Weapons During Infection 
For several enteropathogens, like Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium, usage of 
their T3SS is crucial for pathogenesis (Galán and Wolf-Watz, 2006). Salmonella 
expresses two distinct virulence associated T3SSs, depending on the stage of infection. 
They are expressed from two distinct loci called Salmonella pathogenicity islands 1 
(SPI-1) and 2 (SPI-2) and are therefore termed T3SS1 and T3SS2. These genetic islands 
have been acquired via horizontal gene transfer and contribute to the pathogenic 
abilities of the organism. 
 
Figure 1: Salmonella infection. Salmonella is taken up with contaminated food or water. In the small intestine it 
promotes its own invasion into non-phagocytic enterocytes, preferentially M-cells, via various effectors of its T3SS1. 
For intracellular survival and spreading inside the Salmonella containing vacuole (SCV) Salmonella secretes another 
set of effectors via its T3SS2 (Krampen, 2017).  
To exert its function as a pathogen, Salmonella uses both of its systems to invade, 
replicate and hide inside host cells to avoid elimination by the host immune system 
(Fig. 1) (Haraga et al., 2008). The organism causing severe foodborne disease and 
systemic salmonellosis in immunocompromised patients is taken up with 
contaminated food or water. A small amount of bacterial cells survive the low pH 
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environment of the stomach and travel to the distal small intestine (Portillo et al., 1993). 
At the brush border of the ileum Salmonella invades preferentially M-cells, specialized 
epithelial cells which overlay the gut associated lymphoid tissue (Jones et al., 1994). At 
the distal small intestine, the microaerophilic environment plus several other factors 
like high osmolarity, near neutral pH and absence of bile salts lead to the induction of 
SPI-1 expression (Bajaj et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1994; Prouty and Gunn, 2000). The 
regulation of SPI-1 gene expression is complex and involves many factors (Altier, 
2005). In short, the three AraC-like regulators HilD, HilC and RtsA form a 
sophisticated feed-forward regulatory loop resulting in induction of the master 
transcriptional regulator HilA (Ellermeier et al., 2005; Golubeva et al., 2012). This 
regulator protein contains an OmpR-ToxR family like DNA-binding domain and 
induces expression of the prg/org and inv/spa operons, which encode for all structural 
components of the T3SS1 (Bajaj et al., 1995). 
Salmonella Invades – A Job for T3SS1 
When Salmonella enterica is in close contact to the epithelium of the small intestine, it 
adheres to host cells via its various adhesins (Wagner and Hensel, 2011). Once the 
distance to the target cell is close enough, so that the T3SS needle filament reaches the 
opposing membrane with its tip, two secreted hydrophobic translocator proteins form 
a complex on top of the needle tip. This translocator complex integrates into the host 
cell membrane and forms a pore (Blocker et al., 1999; Collazo and Galán, 1997). Effector 
proteins from the bacterial cytoplasm can now be translocated via this continuous 
conduit directly into the host cell cytoplasm.  
The T3SS1-secreted proteins exert several functions inside the host cell with the 
common goal to promote the uptake of Salmonella. In detail, several effectors including 
SopE, SopE2 and SopB activate host Rho-GTPases to induce actin rearrangements of 
the host cell cytoskeleton (LaRock et al., 2015). SopB furthermore recruits annexin A2 
(ANXA2) to the membrane which acts as a platform for the reorganized actin filaments 
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(Jolly et al., 2014). The SPI-1 T3SS secreted effectors SipA and SipC have the ability to 
induce actin bundling on their own (Hayward and Koronakis, 1999; McGhie et al., 
2001; Zhou et al., 1999). All in all, these actin rearrangements result in membrane 
ruffling, engulfment of the bacterial cell and the formation of a Salmonella containing 
vacuole (SCV) inside of the cell (Humphreys et al., 2012). After internalization of 
Salmonella, the T3SS1 effector SptP induces the reversion of the cytoskeleton to its 
native state (Fu and Galán, 1999). 
Besides actin restructuring and the resulting invasion of Salmonella, many T3SS1 
effectors lead to an altered gene expression in the target cell. This alteration can 
mediate an inflammatory response which indirectly promotes the transmission of 
Salmonella (LaRock et al., 2015). In the case of SopB, it has been shown that this effector 
promotes the transformation of epithelial cells into M-cells, the preferential invasion 
target of Salmonella (Tahoun et al., 2012). Together this shows how effectively 
Salmonella and other T3SS equipped bacteria manipulate host cells in their favor, using 
an arsenal of various T3SS effectors in order to induce their uptake and dissemination. 
T3SS2 Ensures Intracellular Survival 
Inside of the SCV the gene expression profile of Salmonella changes drastically. This is 
induced by the changed environmental conditions inside of the SCV compared to the 
intestinal lumen. Intracellularly, Salmonella has to face several threats, like components 
of the innate immune system or the acidic pH in the phagocytic vacuole (LaRock et al., 
2015). From this point on Salmonella switches to its T3SS2. In contrast to the T3SS1, the 
T3SS2 is needed for intracellular survival and immune system evasion (Cirillo et al., 
1998; Hensel et al., 1998). Many factors, including phosphate starvation and low Mg2+ 
or Ca2+ concentrations, as they are present inside of the SCV, induce expression of SPI-
2 genes (Hansen-Wester and Hensel, 2001). Simultaneously, expression of SPI-1 genes 
are repressed when SPI-2 inducing conditions are present (Deiwick et al., 1999). The 
crosstalk between several regulatory elements of both systems is necessary to ensure 
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a tightly regulated transition of the T3SS1-mediated invasive state to the T3SS2-
mediated intracellular survival state (Erhardt and Dersch, 2015). HilD, one of the 
above-mentioned AraC-like regulators, is for example able to induce either SPI-1 or 
SPI-2 expression in a growth dependent manner (Bustamante et al., 2008).  
Effector proteins specific for the T3SS2 injectisome are specialized to ensure Salmonella 
survival inside of the SCV, but also promote its migration into neighboring epithelial 
or immune cells (Worley et al., 2006). About 30 different T3SS2 effectors have been 
characterized until today (Figueira and Holden, 2012). In general, one can distinguish 
between four different effector targets/functions. Among others, SifA and SseJ have 
been found to be involved in formation of Salmonella-induced filaments (SIFs) and the 
maintenance of the SCV (Beuzon et al., 2000; Ohlson et al., 2005, 2008; Stein et al., 1996). 
Localization of the SCV next to the Golgi complex is mediated by SseF and SseG 
(Deiwick et al., 2006; Salcedo and Holden, 2003). The correct positioning of the SCV 
next to the Golgi complex was reported to be important for bacterial intracellular 
replication (Ramsden et al., 2007). Furthermore, T3SS2 effectors are responsible for 
rearrangements of the cytoskeleton which has returned to its normal morphology after 
SPI-1 T3SS mediated conformation changes during invasion (Méresse et al., 2001; Miao 
et al., 2003). This effect is mediated by another set of SPI-2 translocated proteins 
including SteC (Poh et al., 2008). Another important function is the modulation of the 
host cell immune response or the NF-κB pathway which leads to a downregulation of 
cytokine release and the preservation of host cell homeostasis (Mazurkiewicz et al., 
2008; Sun et al., 2016).  
In immunocompromised patients, Salmonella is able to disseminate into other organs 
like liver and spleen and cause severe life threatening diseases (Mastroeni and Grant, 
2011; Santos et al., 2001). All in all, this shows how important T3SSs are for the 
pathogenesis of many Gram-negative bacteria like Salmonella. With the upcoming 
problems of antibiotic resistances in bacteria and their threat for infected humans, it is 
necessary to gain detailed insights into the various pathogenicity mechanisms of 
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bacteria in order to identify new targets for antibiotic or anti-infective therapies. For 
large and sophisticated virulence factors, like the T3SSs, it is therefore crucial to 
determine the structure and furthermore the function of all components, in order to 
understand how the system works and how it might be inhibited.  
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The Injectisome - Structural Components and Their Function 
The Needle Base 
 
Figure 2: Structure of the injectisome. (A.) Cartoon model of the Salmonella SPI-1 injectisome (adapted from (Galán 
et al., 2014)). (B. and C.) Side and cut-through view of the intact injectisome structure. The available atomic 
structures have been fitted into the structure obtained by in situ cryo-electron tomography (Hu et al., 2017). HM: 
host membrane; OM: outer membrane; IM: inner membrane; PG: peptidoglycan.  
Injectisomes have a syringe-like shape and are composed of about 20 different proteins 
with more than 200 subunits in total (Fig. 2) (Deng et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017; Zilkenat 
et al., 2017). The model organism of this study was Salmonella enterica serovar 
Typhimurium. Therefore, all following descriptions and characterizations of T3SS 
components refer to the T3SS1 of Salmonella, if not mentioned otherwise. The 
prominent core structure spanning both membranes is called needle base. It consists 
of the outer membrane secretin protein InvG, which forms a 15-mer ring and the two 
inner membrane proteins PrgK and PrgH (Schraidt and Marlovits, 2011; Schraidt et 
al., 2010; Worrall et al., 2016). The lipoprotein PrgK as well as the bitopic membrane 
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protein PrgH form two concentric rings, each composed of 24 subunits (Schraidt and 
Marlovits, 2011). These two rings in the inner membrane are also called MS rings 
(membrane and supramembrane), whereby PrgK is termed the inner and PrgH the 
outer MS ring protein (Kimbrough and Miller, 2000). The secretin ring is connected to 
the MS ring via direct interactions with the periplasmic domain of the outer MS ring 
protein PrgH (Schraidt et al., 2010). 
Major Focus: Export Apparatus 
Another building block of every T3SS is the export apparatus. It is harbored in the 
inner membrane patch, composed of the five membrane proteins SpaPQRS and InvA 
and surrounded by the MS rings (Tampakaki et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2010). The 
export apparatus substructure is one of the most conserved among all injectisomes and 
even among all flagella-associated T3SSs. The stoichiometry of all export apparatus 
components was recently determined for the T3SS1 in Salmonella and revealed a 
stoichiometry of 5 : 1 :1 : 1 : 9 for SpaP : SpaQ : SpaR : SpaS : InvA (Zilkenat et al., 2016). 
The export apparatus components are divided into two groups, the major and the 
minor export apparatus. The denotation major export apparatus is derived from the 
fact that two components, SpaS and InvA, are remarkably bigger than all other 
components and, besides their transmembrane segments, both consist of large 
cytoplasmic domains and exert special functions in the system (Berger et al., 2010; 
Diepold and Wagner, 2014). 
The structures for both of these cytoplasmic domains have been solved for SpaS and 
MixA (InvA homolog) in Shigella (Abrusci et al., 2012; Zarivach et al., 2008). SpaS plays 
a major role in substrate specificity switching (Edqvist et al., 2003). This means that it 
is involved in shifting T3SS secreted substrate sets from early to intermediate 
substrates; due to this it is also called the switch protein (Magdalena et al., 2002). The 
cytoplasmic domain of SpaS and of all other homologous T3SS switch proteins contain 
an NPTH motif, at which the protein is able to autocatalytically cleave itself (Ferris et 
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al., 2005; Zarivach et al., 2008). Mutants not able to auto-cleave cannot switch substrate 
secretion from early to intermediate substrates. However this auto-cleavage is most 
likely not the switch signal per se, but rather gets SpaS into a conformation which then 
enables it to exert its switch function (Monjarás Feria et al., 2015). The crystal structure 
of the InvA homolog MxiA revealed that the cytoplasmic domain of this protein forms 
a nonameric ring (Abrusci et al., 2012). For the InvA homologs  FlhA in the flagella 
system and HrcV in Xanthomonas, it was shown that this component interacts with 
effector proteins and their chaperones, indicating a role in substrate recognition 
(Büttner et al., 2006; Khanra et al., 2016; Kinoshita et al., 2013). 
Like all structural components of the needle complex, the entire export apparatus is 
essential for a functional T3SS (Sukhan et al., 2001). Due to its central location inside 
the system it was proposed that the components of the export apparatus might act as 
a translocation channel through the inner membrane (Aizawa, 2001). Nevertheless, 
very little is known about the exact structure and function especially of the minor 
export apparatus components SpaP, SpaQ and SpaR. This discrepancy between the 
lack of knowledge and the importance of these components for the system was one of 
the motivations for this thesis. The deeper analysis and characterization of this 
substructure will help to understand the secretion mechanisms of this highly complex 
machinery. 
The Cytoplasmic Components 
Underneath the export apparatus and MS rings the cytoplasmic components of the 
T3SS are located. This highly organized substructure is composed of the proteins 
OrgA, OrgB, SpaO, InvI and InvC (Hu et al., 2017). The latter is the ATPase of the 
system and therefore responsible for energizing the secretion process. The structure of 
the InvC homolog EscN from Escherichia was solved and revealed that the ATPase is 
organized as hexamers (Zarivach et al., 2007). SpaO and OrgA are organized in 
hexameric pods (Hu et al., 2017). On the top, OrgA builds the connection of the SpaO 
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pods to the base structure, most likely via direct interactions with the cytoplasmic N-
terminal part of the outer MS ring protein PrgH. 
For the SpaO homolog YscQ in Yersinia, it was shown that about 22 copies of this 
protein are present in the assembled system (Diepold et al., 2015). SpaO is present in 
two forms, due to two distinct translational start sites: a full length form and a version 
comprised of the C-terminal third of the protein (Bzymek et al., 2012). The two versions 
of SpaO share some homology with the flagella proteins FliM and FliN, which are 
reported to be organized in a big ring structure (Zhao et al., 1996). Due to this, SpaO 
as well as FliM and FliN have been termed C-ring proteins. The large discrepancy 
between the number of 6 visible pods and the estimated number of 22 for the SpaO 
homolog YscQ in Yersinia might be explained with the high exchange rate of this 
component in the complex (Diepold et al., 2015). Furthermore, it was shown that SpaO 
together with OrgA and OrgB forms a sorting platform, ensuring the correct 
hierarchical order of substrate secretion (Diepold et al., 2017; Lara-Tejero et al., 2011). 
Together this suggests that the highly dynamic SpaO might function as a transport 
protein carrying or guiding secretion substrates with their respective chaperones to 
the system. On the bottom of SpaO, the stator protein OrgB connects each of the SpaO 
pods to a subunit of the InvC ATPase complex (Hu et al., 2017). The direct interaction 
of SpaO with OrgB is essential for a functional injectisome, indicating the importance 
of both, the close proximity between the ATPase complex and SpaO and the correct 
organization of the cytoplasmic components (Notti et al., 2015). The small protein InvI 
sits on top of the ATPase complex (Hu et al., 2017). For the flagella homolog FliJ it has 
been shown that this protein acts as a positive regulator of the ATPase and moreover 
connects it via direct interactions to the major export apparatus protein FlhA (InvA 
homolog) (Minamino et al., 2011). Due to the common architecture, similarities 
between the ATPase-export apparatus-complex and F- and V-type ATPases have been 
discussed in literature (Ibuki et al., 2011; Portaliou et al., 2016).  
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Secreted Structural Components 
Once the base components, the export apparatus and the cytoplasmic components 
have been correctly assembled, the system becomes secretion competent. Besides the 
cytoplasmic and the membrane associated components several T3SS secreted proteins 
are also structural components of the fully assembled injectisome. The component 
contributing the most subunits to the system is the needle filament protein PrgI, which 
has an α-helical hairpin shape (Wang et al., 2007). In Salmonella about 120 copies of 
PrgI assemble to a right handed helical conduit with an approximate length of about 
35 nm (Loquet et al., 2012; Marlovits et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007). Inside of the needle 
base the inner rod protein PrgJ is located and it is suggested that this protein somehow 
connects the needle filament with the export apparatus in the inner membrane 
(Marlovits et al., 2004). Furthermore, it has been shown that the inner rod protein is 
partially folded and an interaction of this protein with the needle protein is needed to 
build fully assembled needles (Cao et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2012). PrgJ and PrgI share 
some structural similarities and both proteins are able to polymerize into fibers in vitro 
(Lefebre and Galán, 2014; Loquet et al., 2012; Monlezun et al., 2015). 
In injectisomes, secreted substrates are distinguished in a three level hierarchy based 
on their order of secretion. The filament proteins PrgI, PrgJ as well as the non-
structural protein InvJ are termed early substrates. As the name implies, these 
substrates are the first to be secreted after complete assembly of the secretion 
competent system. Initiation of secretion leads to a conformational change in the 
secretin protein InvG. In the closed state, radial projections of a hairpin formed by two 
β-sheets of each subunit build a periplasmic gate (Worrall et al., 2016). In order to allow 
passage through the secretin outer membrane pore, these hairpins have to swing out 
whereby the gate gets into an open state. This assumption is supported by the 
observation that secreted proteins accumulate in the periplasm, if the needle filament 
protein is missing (Diepold and Wiesand, 2012). This indicates that the polymerizing 
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needle filament is needed to open the secretin pore. The secreted protein InvJ, 
measures in a ruler-like fashion the length of the needle filament and, together with 
the switch protein SpaS, induces in an unknown mechanism the switch from early to 
intermediate substrate secretion (Wee and Hughes, 2015). 
On top of the needle, the hydrophilic tip protein SipD assembles together with the two 
hydrophobic translocator proteins SipC and SipB (Lara-Tejero and Galán, 2009). 
SipBCD are all intermediate secretion substrates, but nevertheless structural 
components of the fully assembled and functional T3SS. SipD acts as a scaffold for the 
latter two, which then together form a translocation pore complex in the target host 
cell membrane (Mueller et al., 2008; Myeni et al., 2013). This results in a continuous 
channel connecting the Salmonella cytoplasm with the target host cell cytoplasm. In a 
second switch step of substrate specificity, involving the cytoplasmic gatekeeper 
protein InvE, Salmonella shifts its injectisome secreted arsenal towards the so called late 
substrates or effectors, which act in various ways on the target host cell (Kim et al., 
2013; Kubori and Galán, 2002; Roehrich et al., 2016). 
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Overview on T3SS Assembly 
Protein Complex Assembly 
For such a sophisticated and highly specialized nanomachine composed of many 
different components and building blocks, like the injectisome, it is obvious that the 
correct orchestration of assembly is crucial for the functionality of the whole system. 
Assembly of homo- and heteromeric multi-protein complexes have been the focus of 
many studies (Ahnert et al., 2015; Marsh and Teichmann, 2015; Natan et al., 2017). 
Protein folding in the cytoplasm occurs primarily spontaneous, whereby hydrophobic 
cores are formed by connections between and among α-helices and β-strands (Levitt 
and Chothia, 1976). Subsequent oligomerization and complex assembly relies on a 
large set of various protein-protein interactions and additional assembly factors like 
chaperones and cofactors (Ellis, 2013; Nooren and Thornton, 2003; Van Vranken et al., 
2015).  
In contrast to this, assembly of membrane protein complexes is highly constrained, 
due to the two dimensional spatial limitation of the membrane space. Moreover, 
insertion as well as folding of proteins in the membrane occurs co-translationally via 
the Sec, YidC or a pathway combined from both essential machineries, adding a 
temporal factor to protein complex assembly (Dalbey et al., 2011). For inner membrane 
proteins and complexes, the interaction of α-helices and the resulting α-helical bundle 
formation is driven by various amino acid motifs in the α-helical chain (Schneider et 
al., 2007). Best described example for these motifs is the GXXXG motif, where the 
glycine of one α-helix provides a flat surfaces onto which side chains of the adjacent 
α-helix are able to make close contacts (MacKenzie et al., 1997). With this, the GXXXG 
motif maximizes possible van der Waals interactions and/or hydrogen bonding, 
resulting in a TMH-TMH right handed crossing (Teese and Langosch, 2015). By 
formation of α-helical bundles via these specific motifs, TMD-TMD intermolecular 
interactions can occur which are involved in noncovalent assembly of membrane 
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protein complexes (Ng et al., 2013). The cytoplasmic and periplasmic domains can also 
be involved in intermolecular interactions, resulting in stabilized and tightened 
complex assemblies. Several additional factors have to be mentioned in order to 
underline the complexity of membrane protein insertion, folding and assembly. It was 
shown that the phospholipid phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) can be involved in 
correct folding of certain membrane proteins (Dowhan and Bogdanov, 2009). 
Furthermore, proper protein complex assembly might require the presence of 
chaperone proteins or small accessory subunits (Formosa et al., 2017; Kulajta et al., 
2006; Stroud et al., 2016).  For hetero-oligomeric membrane protein complexes, ordered 
and non-ordered assembly pathways have been reported. In the ordered model, as 
reported for the cytochrome bo3 oxidase or the cell division complex in E. coli, assembly 
of subunits occurs in a defined temporal order (Buddelmeijer and Beckwith, 2004; 
Stenberg et al., 2007). In contrast to this, a non-ordered assembly was for example 
reported for maltose transport complex in E. coli (Kennedy et al., 2004). In this case, 
several assembly pathways were reported which showed no sequential accumulation 
of specific intermediate assembly complexes. 
Outside-in or Inside-out? 
Characterization and elucidation of the T3SS assembly pathway has been the focus of 
several studies (Diepold and Wiesand, 2012; Diepold et al., 2010, 2011; Wagner et al., 
2010). Based on apparently contradicting results, two distinct assembly pathways have 
been proposed (Kosarewicz, 2012). An outside-in pathway was suggested, based on 
the findings in Yersinia that the secretin ring in the outer membrane was able to 
assemble independently of all other components (Diepold et al., 2010). It was shown 
that the outer MS ring needs the presence of the secretin protein for assembly but not 
the inner MS ring protein (Diepold et al., 2010). Additionally, the same publication 
showed that the cytoplasmic components assemble after completion of the MS-rings 
(Diepold et al., 2010). This study indicated a top-to-bottom assembly starting with the 
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secretin in the outer membrane followed by the inner membrane components and 
finally the cytoplasmic parts. Contradictory to this model, it was shown that the 
proteins of the minor export apparatus are all essential for correct needle complex 
assembly (Wagner et al., 2010). This proposed an inside-out assembly model with a 
start point in the inner membrane. 
 
The Bipolar Model 
 
Figure 3: Assembly of the proposed bipolar model. In the inner membrane the export apparatus components 
assemble and recruit the inner MS ring protein PrgK. Simultaneously, the secretin protein InvG assembles in the 
outer membrane and recruits the outer MS ring protein PrgH. Both subcomplexes get integrated into one holo-
complex. In the cytoplasm, components of the sorting platform and the ATPase get recruited. The system gains 
secretion competence and secretes the inner rod, needle filament, needle tip and translocator proteins. The fully 
assembled system is now able to translocate effector proteins from the bacterial cytoplasm into the target host cell 
cytoplasm (adapted from (Diepold and Wagner, 2014)). IM: inner membrane; OM: outer membrane. 
The generally accepted working model at the moment is a combination of both 
approaches to a bipolar assembly pathway with two distinct starting points in the 
outer and in the inner membrane (Fig. 3) (Diepold and Wagner, 2014). The observation 
that the export apparatus components can assemble independently of all other 
components, but seem to float around in the inner membrane in the absence of the 
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secretin or the MS rings, supports this bipolar model (Diepold et al., 2011). This 
combined model fulfills not only the integration of all data on T3SS assembly to date 
but also it shows how quality control of the system can be applied during assembly. 
Two starting points for different substructures of the T3SS control two distinct 
functions of the system, which are only useful once they are combined. 
In the inner membrane, the export apparatus assembles with the inner MS ring protein 
and recruits all cytoplasmic components to build a secretion-competent device, but 
without a connection to the second starting point of assembly, the secretin ring in the 
outer membrane, the system would secrete all substrates into the periplasmic space 
and would not be able to form a needle that breaches the outer membrane. Therefore, 
the second starting point in the outer membrane ensures penetration of this barrier so 
that secreted needle and other substrates can be translocated efficiently. Vice versa, the 
outer membrane secretin connected to the outer MS ring protein has to find the 
substructures in the inner membrane to gain secretion competence. 
Nucleation Point Outer Membrane 
In detail, the proposed Salmonella T3SS1 assembly proceeds in the following order: As 
described above, there are 15 copies of the secretin protein InvG assembling and 
forming a ring structure in the outer membrane. Secretins are dynamic channels in the 
outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria and are amongst others an important part 
of several secretion systems like T2SS, T3SS and the type IV pili system (T4PS) 
(Korotkov et al., 2011). InvG is translocated across the inner membrane in a Sec-
dependent manner. Additionally, InvG is dependent on the lipoprotein InvH, which 
is needed for correct assembly of InvG, as well as its insertion into and anchoring to 
the outer membrane (Crago and Koronakis, 1998; Daefler and Russel, 1998). InvH itself 
is directed to the inner leaflet of the outer membrane via the Lol pathway (Worrall et 
al., 2016). 24 copies of the outer MS ring protein PrgH get recruited to the secretin ring. 
This statement is based on observations in Yersinia, where it was shown that YscD 
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(PrgH homolog) co-purified with the secretin protein YscC (InvG homolog) in the 
absence of the inner MS ring protein YscJ (PrgK homolog), but conversely YscJ needed 
the presence of YscD for co-purification with YscC (Diepold et al., 2010). 
Nucleation Point Inner Membrane 
Independently, the three minor export apparatus components SpaP, SpaQ and SpaR 
make up the second nucleation point and assemble in an unknown hierarchical order 
in the inner membrane (Wagner et al., 2010). All T3SS components of the inner 
membrane are inserted into the membrane in a Sec-dependent manner (Sukhan et al., 
2001). The minor export apparatus recruits the two major export apparatus 
components SpaS and InvA. As for their flagella associated T3SS homologs, it was 
proposed that all components of the export apparatus are located in the membrane 
patch surrounded by the MS rings (Minamino and Macnab, 1999; Tampakaki et al., 
2004). The above mentioned observation of an export apparatus assembling 
independently of MS ring proteins strengthens this suggestion (Diepold et al., 2011). 
Before the nonameric stoichiometry of InvA and its homolog MxiA in Shigella were 
determined via an MS-based approach and crystallization of its cytoplasmic domain, 
it had been already shown that InvA is forming oligomers and that its YscV homolog 
in Yersinia is present in multiple copies in the system (Abrusci et al., 2012; Diepold et 
al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2010). The limited space of the membrane patch inside the MS 
rings plus the ring structure of the nonameric InvA with its total predicted 72 
transmembrane helices suggest that the InvA oligomer surrounds the rest of the export 
apparatus components. This assumption is supported by the fact that in Yersinia, the 
InvA homolog YscV co-purified with the inner MS ring protein in the absence of the 
outer MS ring protein or the secretin (Diepold et al., 2011). This implies that InvA 
(YscV) is in direct contact to the inner MS ring and therefore has to surround the rest 
of the export apparatus. 
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Despite all the progress, which has been made on T3SS assembly, the exact order of 
export apparatus assembly, the symmetry mismatch of the export apparatus and the 
connection of the two nucleation points still raise a lot of questions. It seems to be 
incomprehensible, how the spa operon encoded SpaPQRS subcomplex, with its 
asymmetrical 5:1:1:1 stoichiometry, is able to assemble correctly and subsequently fits 
into the highly symmetrical InvA nonameric ring. Calculating the approximate space 
of the membrane patch inside of the MS ring (about 130 Å diameter) shows that about 
117 α-helices with an estimated average diameter of 12 Å would fit into the membrane 
area surrounded by PrgK. The membrane protein topology prediction web server 
TOPCONS (http://topcons.cbr.su.se/) predicts for InvA 7-8, for SpaP 4-6, for SpaQ 2, 
for SpaR 6 and for SpaS 4 membrane helices, based on the stoichiometry of these 
components, resulting in 95-124 membrane helices in total. This shows that the 
membrane patch inside the MS ring, as well as inside the InvA ring has to be tightly 
packed and does not give much space for structural flexibility. Additionally, there has 
to be space for a small pore with a diameter of about 10-15 Å which further tightens 
the space of the export apparatus components (Radics et al., 2013). Therefore, further 
investigations on assembly questions, especially concerning the export apparatus, 
seemed to be necessary. 
How to Connect the Two Nucleation Points? 
Besides the export apparatus assembly several other steps in the build-up of the T3SSs 
remain still unclear. One of these other very important open questions is how do both 
of the just mentioned intermediate complexes in the inner and outer membrane 
integrate together and form one holo-complex. The export apparatus components 
surrounded by the 24-mer inner MS ring would not be able to integrate into a fully 
and stably assembled outer MS ring connected to the secretin ring. This suggests that, 
although PrgH gets recruited to InvG, the completion of the outer MS ring can only 
occur if the fully assembled export apparatus plus the surrounding inner MS ring gets 
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integrated first. This might be due to the tight interaction of PrgH with PrgK which 
has to occur to stabilize both subcomplexes. 
Another important question in this context is how and at which point of assembly the 
penetration of the peptidoglycan (PG) occurs. For several type III and type IV secretion 
systems specialized lytic transglycosylases (LT) have been found which are directly 
associated to the respective secretion system and might facilitate assembly of the 
translocation complex through the PG layer (Zahrl et al., 2005). In the Salmonella SPI-1 
system this enzyme is termed IagB. The crystal structure of the IagB homolog EtgA 
from E. coli showed homologies to other LTs and structural features which were 
similar to lysozyme (Burkinshaw et al., 2015). For several of the associated LTs it was 
shown in vivo and in vitro that they efficiently cleave PG (Zahrl et al., 2005). 
Interestingly, for EtgA it was shown that the enzyme activity was increased when the 
T3SS inner rod protein was co-incubated (Burkinshaw et al., 2015). Once the two 
subcomplexes have been correctly built, found and fit together, the resulting fully 
assembled needle bases are solid and robust structures which can be stably purified 
and visualized (Kubori et al., 1998). 
What Happens in the Cytoplasm? 
The cytoplasmic components were for a long time one of the major blind spots on the 
T3SS assembly map. Those components are easily lost during purification and may 
have dynamic properties as it was already reported for the C-ring protein SpaO 
homolog YscQ in Yersinia (Diepold et al., 2015). The first study focusing on assembly 
of the cytoplasmic components was carried out by Diepold et al. in 2010. In this 
publication, it was reported for the Yersinia T3SS that the C-ring is only able to 
assemble when the membrane rings as well as the accessory protein YscK (OrgA 
homolog), the stator YscL (OrgB homolog) and the ATPase YscN (InvC homolog) are 
present. Furthermore, it was shown that assembly of the ATPase needed the same 
components as the C-ring, as well as the C-ring protein itself. Together these data 
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indicated the formation of a huge ATPase-C-ring complex, which needs all of its 
components for correct assembly, and a previously finished membrane ring complex 
which acts as a scaffold for the cytoplasmic parts. Interestingly and contradictory to 
previously mentioned results on needle base assembly, the presence of the export 
apparatus components was not needed to detect assembly of the C-ring or the ATPase 
(Diepold et al., 2010). 
All observations in the study of Diepold et al. from 2010, are based on the detection of 
fluorescent spots of green fluorescent protein (GFP) labelled C-ring or ATPase protein 
tested in the absence of other T3SS components. With this method it is difficult to 
analyze the exact structural influence of each cytoplasmic component and therefore to 
distinguish between different assembly states. Key advances have been made by using 
state-of-the-art cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and in situ cryo-electron 
tomography to elucidate structural and assembly questions concerning T3SSs (Hu et 
al., 2017; Worrall et al., 2016). In line with the studies above, these state of the art 
techniques could confirm that the accessory protein OrgA as well as the stator OrgB 
and the C-ring protein SpaO are essential for assembly of the cytoplasmic components 
of T3SS apparatus. Moreover, it was elucidated that the C-ring protein SpaO together 
with OrgA and OrgB are organized in a 6 pod fashion (Hu et al., 2015, 2017). 
Interestingly, densities for those pods are also detectable in an ATPase deficient strain, 
indicating that assembly of those pods is to some extent independent of the presence 
of the ATPase and furthermore the ATPase is one of the last components assembled to 
complete the whole system (Hu et al., 2017). A most recent study revealed additionally, 
that the cytosolic components assemble into a highly dynamic complex in the cytosol, 
which then gets more stable after binding to the injectisome base components (Diepold 
et al., 2017). 
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The Flagella Associated T3SS Export Apparatus 
 
Figure 4: Structural comparison of the flagellum with the injectisome. Cartoon models of the structures of the 
Salmonella flagellum (A.) and injectisome (B.). Focus is on the highlighted export apparatus components of both 
systems. 
It was mentioned before that, as the virulence associated injectisome, the bacterial 
flagellum uses a T3SS for the secretion of some of its components and is therefore 
crucial for its functionality. The overall structural organization, comparing 
injectisomes with flagella, is slightly distinct (Fig. 4). Many components of the flagella 
system, which would be needed to exert its function as a motility device have been lost 
or exchanged during the evolutionary transition into an injectisome (Abby and Rocha, 
2012). A detailed discussion on all structural and functional components of the flagella 
system would go beyond the scope of this thesis. Only the corresponding fT3SS export 
apparatus components were of particular interest. 
Similarities and Differences 
The export apparatus components, also named as export gate complex in fT3SS, are 
among the most conserved in all T3SS (Macnab, 2004). The genetic organization of the 
flagella and injectisome export apparatus-encoding genes differ slightly in Salmonella. 
The gene encoding for FlhB, the SpaS homolog in the flagella system, is located outside 
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the spaPQR operon homolog fliPQR. The exact genetic organization of the genes 
encoding for T3SS components varies slightly between different organisms and the 
different systems but it is always consistent for the mentioned minor export apparatus 
genes spaPQR/fliPQR (Fig. 5). 
 
Figure 5: Genetic organization of the export apparatus genes. The evolutionary conserved organization of the 
fliPQR/spaPQR operon, the additional flagella fliO gene as well as the Sec signal sequence of fliP (blue) are 
highlighted. 
A more striking difference between the flagella and the injectisome system is the 
presence of an additional gene upstream of fliP and also part of the fli operon encoding 
for FliO. This protein has no homolog in the injectisome system, shows the least 
conservation among all export apparatus proteins and is even absent in some flagella 
T3SSs (Barker et al., 2010; Liu and Ochman, 2007). It is a rather small bitopic membrane 
protein whose exact function had not been elucidated, but it seems to be involved in 
the functionality of the minor export apparatus component FliP (Barker et al., 2010, 
2014). Together, all these results indicated that FliO might be a structural component 
of the fT3SS. 
As mentioned before the degree of conservation between all export apparatus 
components present in both systems is very high, but still there are minor noteworthy 
differences. One of those differences is the fact that the N-terminus of FliP harbors a 
Sec signal peptide, which is essential for the co-translational insertion into the inner 
membrane via the Sec system and therefore for the functionality of FliP (Pradel et al., 
2004, 2005). This Sec signal is missing in SpaP, suggesting that in the SPI-1 injectisome 
the first transmembrane helix (TMH) of SpaP is recognized by the signal recognition 
particle (SRP) and by this integrated into the inner membrane in a Sec-dependent 
manner. 
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Besides small differences, there have been a lot of similarities observed for the flagella 
and the injectisome export apparatus. Interestingly, for the fT3SS InvA homolog FlhA 
a stoichiometry of nine was determined using a fluorescence recovery after 
photobleaching (FRAP) approach (Morimoto et al., 2014). This result is in line with the 
observed nonameric crystal structure for the InvA homolog MxiA in Shigella (Abrusci 
et al., 2012). These studies, together with the high degree of conservation between 
fT3SS and injectisome export apparatus proteins, suggest that overall organization and 
function might be similar.  
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Aim of this Work 
Despite recent high-resolution structural studies on the injectisome and flagella 
associated fT3SSs, many aspects concerning architecture, organization and function of 
these highly complex nanomachines are still blurry. One of these blind spots is the 
export apparatus, which is located in the inner membrane of every T3SS. Due to the 
components properties as membrane proteins, structural analyses have been very 
limited so far. This was particularly the case for the minor export apparatus 
components. These three proteins are predominantly composed of trans-membrane 
domains (TMDs) and thus buried inside of the inner membrane. This substructure was 
the major focus of this thesis. Although these highly conserved proteins are crucial for 
assembly and secretion competence, still nothing was known about their exact 
function.  
The goal was to analyze different minor export apparatus subcomplexes with focus on 
their composition and organization. Various purification and interaction studies were 
designed to investigate the interplay with other T3SS structural components. With this 
knowledge, it was aimed to obtain detailed insights into the assembly of the export 
apparatus subcomplexes and subsequently of the whole T3SS. In order to link the 
components of the minor export apparatus to a specific function, their proposed role 
as pore-forming unit was of special interest.   
The Salmonella SPI-1 injectisome as well as the Salmonella flagella-associated fT3SS 
export apparatus components were simultaneously objectives of this thesis. This gave 
the opportunity to compare these highly conserved and evolutionary related proteins 
and subcomplexes directly with regard to their structural organization and assembly 
properties. Furthermore, in this context the outstanding role of FliO in the Salmonella 
fT3SS was of particular interest. 
The aim was a detailed hierarchical picture of injectisome, as well as fT3SS, export 
apparatus assembly.  
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Results 
Publication 1: “Structural and Functional Characterization of the Bacterial 
Type III Secretion Export Apparatus” 
This study focused on the characterization of the minor export apparatus components 
SpaP and SpaR. Structure and function of these two core components of all T3SSs are 
still poorly understood. SpaP and SpaR both are essential for needle complex assembly 
and have been reported to be associated with each other (Wagner et al., 2010). With 
respect to these results, it was discussed that both components make up one nucleation 
point of T3SS assembly (Diepold and Wagner, 2014). 
Here it was shown that when the spaPQRS operon was expressed in the absence of all 
other structural T3SS components, a stable complex consisting of SpaP and SpaR could 
be purified. Multi angle laser light scattering (MALLS) combined with size exclusion 
chromatography (SEC) revealed a complex size of about 160 kDa. In line with this, 
native mass spectrometry (native MS) analysis of the purified complex determined an 
exact complex mass of 157.882 kDa. This measurement led to a stoichiometry of 5 SpaP 
and 1 SpaR (including an additional bound phospholipid) for the purified complex. 
Further analyses of both proteins were performed using in vivo photocrosslinking. For 
this, base triplets of choice were mutated to an amber stop codon in order to get 
incorporation of the artificial photoreactive amino acid para-benzoyl-phenylalanine 
(pBpa) by a plasmid based suppressor system (Chin and Schultz, 2002; Farrell et al., 
2005; Ryu and Schultz, 2006). With this site specific-approach, several amino acid 
positions in SpaP were identified, which resulted in a five-fold crosslink ladder after 
UV irradiation. Combining this observed crosslink pattern with the solved 
stoichiometry led to the assumption that the observed crosslinks might resemble SpaP-
SpaP intermolecular interactions. To identify and verify these positions as SpaP-SpaP 
interaction sites, the photocrosslinking experiment was repeated in E. coli BL21 
expressing selected SpaP pBpa mutants, which showed ladder crosslinks in Salmonella. 
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In this approach, where all other structural components of the T3SS are absent, the 
crosslink pattern of the selected SpaP pBpa mutants was unaltered and thereby 
strengthened the hypothesis of a crosslink identification of several SpaP-SpaP 
interaction surfaces. To prove this intermolecular interaction, a FLAG-tagged version 
of wildtype SpaP was expressed from its chromosomal locus and the previous selected 
pBpa mutants were expressed from plasmid. Probing against the wildtype SpaP 
version after UV irradiation showed a dimer band, proving a direct SpaP-SpaP 
interaction. 
The SpaPR subcomplex can be detected via blue native polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (BN PAGE) analysis to considerable amounts, when either both of the 
components are overexpressed or the needle base assembly is defective (Wagner et al., 
2010). This indicates that in these cases there are excessive amounts of SpaPR 
subcomplexes which accumulate and do not get incorporated into needle complexes. 
Because of this, it was speculated that the identified SpaP-SpaP interactions might be 
SpaP or SpaPR subcomplex artifacts. Therefore, 2D BN PAGE analysis of selected 
SpaP-SpaP crosslinked mutants was performed. With this, it was proven that the 
observed crosslinks can be detected in the SpaPR subcomplex as well as in the fully 
assembled needle complex and therefore resemble the functional state of SpaP. 
Additionally to this, almost all of the initially detected SpaP-SpaP interaction positions 
were consistent with bioinformatics protein-protein interaction predictions for SpaP 
based on sequence co-variation analysis. 
Besides the observed ladder crosslinks, several other site-specific interactions of SpaP 
could be detected. Some of these other crosslinks suggested an interaction partner of 
SpaP, which is slightly bigger than SpaP itself. The possibility that SpaP interacts, as a 
central component of the export apparatus, with SpaQ, SpaR, SpaS and InvA is high, 
due to the tight packaging of the export apparatus and the stoichiometry of 5 SpaP. 
Based on the size of these components, only SpaR and the cleaved membrane inserted 
part of SpaS were the two possible interaction partners with the highest probability. 
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Since SpaP was purified in a complex together with SpaR, a possible interaction of 
these two proteins verified via in vivo photocrosslinking was of particular interest. 
Therefore, to verify possible SpaP–SpaR interactions, a FLAG-tagged version of SpaR 
was co-expressed with the respective SpaP pBpa mutants. Probing against the prey 
protein SpaR after UV irradiation confirmed several positions of SpaP, which interact 
with SpaR. In vivo photocrosslinking experiments were expanded and further 
positions in SpaP as well as SpaR were tested. In the same approach described above, 
additional interactions of SpaP–SpaS and SpaR–SpaP have been identified. 
Furthermore MS analysis of crosslink bands revealed SpaQ as interaction partner of 
SpaP and SpaR. 
Surprisingly, additional interactions of SpaP as well as SpaR to the inner rod protein 
PrgJ were identified via MS. For at least one of these positions, the identified 
interaction was confirmed by co-detection with a specific antibody against PrgJ in an 
immunoblot. The inner rod protein PrgJ is a T3SS-secreted early substrate. Due to this, 
it was checked whether the interaction of SpaP and SpaR with PrgJ is secretion 
dependent. Therefore, an ATPase hydrolase mutant of InvC was used in a follow up 
experiment. The InvC K165E point mutation at the active center of the ATPase has 
been reported to cause a non-secreting phenotype without affecting the proper 
assembly of T3SS needle complexes (Akeda and Galán, 2005). In this setup, the 
interaction of PrgJ with SpaP as well as SpaR was abolished, indicating that the SpaPR 
complex interacts with the inner rod protein after its secretion. Furthermore, it was 
shown for a SpaR-PrgJ crosslink, using 2D BN PAGE analysis, that this interaction 
takes place in fully assembled needle complexes. 
Due to its location in the inner membrane, it was hypothesized that the export 
apparatus is involved in pore formation and therefore in the translocation of secreted 
proteins through the inner membrane. First hints for the correctness of this hypothesis 
were already derived from preliminary experiments. It was shown that 
overexpression of the spaPQRS operon in E. coli was toxic for the cells and mild 
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expression of the same construct plus addition of several different sized PEGs led to 
cell lysis (data not shown). In this work, the assumption of a pore formed by the export 
apparatus was tested with a sophisticated maleimide labelling assay. Furthermore, the 
goal was to specifically identify the component which acts as pore forming unit in the 
system. 
In this approach, either SpaP alone, SpaPQRS or a vector without insert was expressed 
in Salmonella needle base-deficient cells. After addition of a maleimide-biotin fusion 
molecule, the cytoplasmic, periplasmic and supernatant fractions were separated and 
checked via anti-streptavidin immunoblotting for maleimide labeling of free thiol 
groups from accessible cysteines. In the periplasmic fraction, free thiol groups of every 
sample including the empty vector control were labeled in the same fashion. 
Interestingly, the cytoplasmic fractions of cells expressing SpaP or SpaPQRS were 
labeled similarly, whereas there was no labelling for the vector control without insert. 
This indicated that already SpaP alone has the ability to form a pore in the inner 
membrane. Secondary effects, like cell lysis, were excluded because the supernatant 
fractions showed no labeling at all. Furthermore, there was no altered protein 
expression pattern when the whole cell contents were separated via SDS PAGE and 
stained with Coomassie. Additionally, all samples were analyzed via Western Blot 
against the cytoplasmic enzyme RNA polymerase, showing neither altered protein 
expression in the cytoplasm, nor secretion into the periplasm. 
In line with the results of the labelling experiment, electron microscopy (EM) analysis 
of negative stained purified SpaPR complexes revealed a ring density with a hole in 
the middle. In contrast to the EM results, where only SpaPR complexes were analyzed, 
the maleimide labelling assay indicated that SpaP has the properties to function alone 
as the pore forming unit. Although the SpaP pentamer is very unstable and refuses to 
be stably purified on its own, it was shown via BN PAGE analysis of an EPEA tagged 
version of SpaP, that a homo-SpaP subcomplex can be detected. Deeper analysis of the 
particles visualized by EM revealed two distinct populations of complexes. One 
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population, already described above, showed a highly symmetrical donut shaped 
complex, while there were further complexes visible with an additional density at one 
side of the ring structure. Therefore, it was speculated that this additional density 
might in fact represent SpaR, thus the two observed populations were the SpaP 
pentamer alone and the SpaP pentamer with one associated SpaR molecule. 
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Figure 6: Graphic summary of publication 1. (A.) Assembly of the SPI-1 T3SS export apparatus of Salmonella 
enterica serovar Typhimurium. SpaP assembles independently to a pentameric ring. This subcomplex is very 
unstable and needs stabilization via SpaR. One molecule of SpaR associates with the pentameric ring, forming a 
stable SpaPR subcomplex. One molecule of SpaQ and subsequently one molecule of SpaS get recruited. Export 
apparatus assembly is completed with recruitment of the major export apparatus component InvA, forming a 
nonameric ring encompassing all other components. (B.) SpaP is the pore forming unit in the inner membrane. 
Biotin-maleimide (BM) labelling assay using cells expressing either SpaP or an empty control. The BM is ony able 
to lable free thiol groups of cytoplasmic proteins in cells expressing SpaP, proofing a SpaP dependent pore 
formation. P: SpaP; Q: SpaQ; R: SpaR; S: SpaS; A: InvA; BM: biotin-maleimide. 
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Publication 2: “A Flagellum-specific chaperone facilitates assembly of the 
core type III export apparatus of the bacterial flagellum” 
In order to corroborate the importance of FliO on flagella assembly and function, 
extensive phylogenetic analyses of FliO distribution were performed. Pallen et al. 
noticed before that in several cases FliO might be wrongly annotated as FliZ (Pallen et 
al., 2005). In line with this report, in depth phylogenetic analysis revealed that FliO is 
more widespread than expected in organisms harboring a flagella system. In fact, it 
was found that FliO homologs are present in approximately 83% of all flagellated 
bacteria with a reference genome in the NCBI database. De novo predictions of FliO 
showed that this protein was wrongly annotated in more than half of all genomes 
harboring a flagella system. 
To further analyze the link between FliO and FliP, an experiment was conducted to 
complement the non-motile phenotype of a ΔfliO mutant by overexpression of any 
other component of the export apparatus. Interestingly, only overexpression of FliP 
restored motility and secretion. Furthermore, overexpression of neither FliO nor FliP 
increased motility or secretion in a WT background. This underlined previous 
observations of the direct connection between FliO and FliP (Barker et al., 2010, 2014). 
Since extensive amounts of FliP led to a phenotype which compensated the lack of 
FliO, it was hypothesized that FliO might affect the stability of FliP.   Consequentially, 
higher amounts of FliP could counteract the missing effect of FliO on FliP. In order to 
test this hypothesis, FliP protein levels were measured after arrest of de novo protein 
synthesis. For the detection time window of 3h the protein level of FliP in the WT 
background stayed constant, whereas it decreased drastically in a ΔfliO mutant strain. 
To exclude any polar effects of the fliO mutation on FliP expression, the same 
experiment was repeated using a ΔfliP strain and a ΔfliOP strain, both complemented 
with a plasmid expressing FliP. The results showed the same effect, protein levels of 
FliP decreased drastically when FliO was missing. Furthermore, also non-functional 
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point mutations in FliO decreased FliP levels, indicating that only small contacts of 
FliO to FliP are needed for FliP stability. 
In Salmonella, a big difference of the injectisome SpaP protein to the flagella FliP is the 
presence of a Sec signal peptide harbored at the N-terminus of FliP. This observation 
raised the question if FliO does not only have an effect on FliP stability but also on the 
co-translational membrane insertion of FliP. For this, the effect of a ΔfliO strain on FliP 
membrane insertion was tested. Purified membranes were treated with urea, in order 
to discriminate between properly inserted proteins and aggregated proteins which are 
only slightly associated to the membrane. As expected, FliP was only detected in the 
membrane fraction and was unaffected by urea treatment. Comparison of inserted FliP 
levels showed that deletion of fliO had no effect on FliP membrane integration. 
Next the degradation of FliP in the absence of FliO was further examined. To gain 
insights which protein degradation pathway is responsible for FliP degradation, FliP 
protein levels were measured in a similar approach as before but this time the effect of 
the absence of several proteases was tested additionally in the presence or absence of 
FliO. The tested proteases were FtsH, ClpP and Lon. Due to the fact that FtsH, a 
protease involved in quality control of membrane complexes like the SecYEG 
translocase, is essential for the cells, using a ΔftsH strain was not an option. For this a 
strain was used which overexpressed STM1085, a FtsH inhibitor in Salmonella (YccA 
in E. coli) (van Stelten et al., 2009). YccA functionality was verified in an experiment, 
using LamB-LacZ hybrids for displaying FtsH dependent suicidal Sec translocon 
complex degradation after jamming. For this assay described by van Stelten et al., the 
Sec signal sequence of the outer membrane protein LamB is fused to LacZ. The 
presence of maltose leads to the expression of large amounts of hybrid protein and 
rapid folding of LacZ causes jamming of the Sec complex.  
The functional YccA expression construct was now used to test the effect of FtsH on 
FliO dependent FliP degradation. In this strain no differences in FliP stability were 
observed in the absence of FliO indicating that FliP is not degraded via the FtsH 
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protease. Similar results were obtained when FliP stability was analyzed in a ΔfliO 
strain additionally lacking the genes for the protein degradation machinery clpXP. 
Interestingly, in the Δlon mutant, FliP was more stable in the absence of FliO compared 
to a WT strain lacking fliO. This indicates that the Lon protease might be the primary 
protease responsible for FliP degradation. 
As all export apparatus components, FliO is a membrane protein. Due to this and its 
genetic localization, it was suggested that FliO is also a structural component of the 
export apparatus and thus located inside of the basal body (Minamino and Macnab, 
1999). To test this hypothesis, single molecule super-resolution microscopy was 
performed to determine the sub-cellular localization of FliO. For this, localization of 
Halo tagged versions of FliO and FliN protein was revealed by structured illumination 
microscopy. As reported before, the C-ring protein FliN localized in clusters and it 
could be shown that this cluster-formation is dependent on MS-ring assembly. FliO 
was also found to be localized in clusters, however they were smaller and more evenly 
distributed when compared to those of FliN. Interestingly, in contrast to FliN, the 
formation of FliO clusters was not affected in MS-ring or fT3SS assembly-defective 
strains. 
Furthermore, single molecule tracking of Halo-tagged FliO and FliN was performed, 
using direct stochastic optical resolution microscopy (dSTORM). FliN remained stable 
at the same location in the cell envelope with a diffusion coefficient of 0.03. Compared 
to this, FliO revealed a much higher movement in the membrane. The measured 
diffusion coefficient of 0.2 is in the same range of previously reported diffusion rates 
for freely diffusing proteins in the inner membrane (Dajkovic et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 
2010). This result suggests that FliO is not associated with the basal body and exerts its 
function before basal body assembly is completed. To corroborate this assumption, co-
localization studies of the hook protein FlgE and a Halo-tagged version of FliO were 
performed. An anti-hook immunostaining showed that FlgE is located in big clusters 
which resemble fully assembled and functional flagella basal bodies, because FlgE 
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itself has to be secreted via the fT3SS. Staining of FliO with an anti-Halo antibody 
showed that FliO did not co-localize with the FlgE clusters and therefore not with the 
assembled basal bodies. 
Due to the influence of FliO on FliP stability and the crucial role of FliP on basal body 
assembly, the effect of FliO on basal body and precursor subcomplex assembly was 
extensively tested via BN PAGE analysis. It was shown that FliO is required for basal 
body formation and the assembly of a FliPR precursor complex. Furthermore, an 
accumulation of FliP monomers and high MW FliP complexes was detected when FliO 
was absent. It was speculated that these high MW complexes might resemble 
aggregated FliP-protease complexes, which are formed when FliP monomers are not 
efficiently assembled into FliP/FliPR subcomplexes. The BN PAGE results were 
supported by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS) analysis. 2D 
BN PAGE analyses confirmed the FliO dependent formation of a FliPR precursor 
complex and additionally showed that FliO itself is not directly associated with this 
subcomplex.  
For the Salmonella injectisome SPI-1 system it was shown that the SpaPR complex is 
the first stable export apparatus assembly subcomplex (publication 1). To investigate 
the assembly of the flagella export apparatus in more detail, the formation of the FliPR 
precursor complex was followed in several export apparatus mutants. As shown 
before, the assembly of this subcomplex was unaffected in an MS-ring-deficient ΔfliF 
mutant, because the formation of the MS-ring occurs upstream of export apparatus 
assembly. Furthermore, it was also already discussed before that the FliPR complex is 
unable to assemble without FliO because it is needed to stabilize FliP and therefore 
initiates the assembly. Deletion of fliR led as expected to the loss of the FliPR complex, 
but interestingly faint bands with distinct sizes were detectable. In contrast to this, a 
fliQ deletion did not have any effect on FliPR precursor complex formation. 
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Figure 7: Graphic summary of publication 2. FliO is a flagella specific chaperone, stabilizing the export apparatus 
component FliP and preventing its Lon dependent degradation. FliR gets recruited and subsequently FliO 
dissociates form the newly formed FliPR subcomplex. This subcomplex is the basis for further export apparatus 
and basal body assembly. P: FliP; O: FliO; R: FliR; Lon: Lon protease. 
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Publication 3: “Assembly and stoichiometry of the core structure of the 
bacterial flagellar type III export gate complex” 
To further analyze the export apparatus assembly in the flagella system, the formation 
of distinct export apparatus subcomplexes was studied more extensively. The main 
focus of this study was again on the two proteins FliO and FliP. Purification of FliP 
complexes resulted in two peaks after SEC. EM analysis of the higher MW complex 
showed that this protein forms a hexameric ring/donut shaped complex with a 
diameter of about 10 nm. The latter smaller peak did not show any ring structure at 
all. When FliO was co-expressed with FliP, a complex consisting of both proteins could 
be purified besides the FliP hexamer complex. In these FliOP complexes several FliP 
rings could be detected associated with several FliO molecules. The bitopic membrane 
protein FliO seems to oligomerize and forms smaller ring-like structures with a 
diameter of about 5 nm and flexible clamp domains, which then are able to bind the 
FliP rings. The small MW peak which has been observed when only FliP was expressed 
and which did not show ring structures was not detectable anymore in this setup. It 
was noticeable that the purified FliP amounts were significantly increased when FliO 
was co-expressed. This observation was in line with the results reported in publication 
2. 
Additionally, three FliP point mutants were included in the purification experiments. 
These three point mutations were all localized in the big periplasmic loop of FliP and 
resulted in a FliP loss-of-function phenotype. FliP expression levels of all mutants were 
comparable to the WT but the secretion of flagella substrates was severely impaired 
and they all had a non-motile phenotype. When FliO was co-expressed with these 
three FliP loss of function point mutations, each of the three elution profiles after 
purification of FliP showed the same peak pattern. Two distinct peaks were detectable, 
of which the latter one was similar to the small MW peak observed before, when only 
FliP was expressed. In line with that, this fraction only contained FliP and as 
mentioned above, there were no ring structures detectable for this peak after EM 
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analysis. The higher MW peak contained FliO and FliP to less amounts compared to 
the high MW complex when WT FliP was co-expressed with FliO. EM analysis of this 
peak showed no detectable FliP hexamers associated to the FliO oligomers. All in all, 
these results indicated a role in ring formation of all three positions in the FliP loop. 
To gain further insights into FliP structure and its hexameric formation, the 
periplasmic domain of FliP (FliPp) from Thermotoga maritima (Tm-FliPp) was purified 
and its crystal structure determined. The FliPp structure was solved to a resolution of 
2.4 Å and found to form a homo-tetramer in the crystal (molecules A-D), showing a 
pseudo D2 symmetry. Two tetramers, whose structures are essentially identical, are 
organized in an asymmetric unit. All eight Tm-FliPp molecules in one asymmetric unit 
did not show any differences in their structure. The monomers are organized in three 
α-helices (α1, α2 and α3) with a small unstructured stretch between α2 and α3. Due to 
the pseudo D2 symmetry of the FliPp tetramer, three different inter-molecular 
interactions were possible. In order to gain further insights into FliP organization, 
these three possible interaction interfaces were the focus of deeper analysis. The 
interface of molecules A to B is hydrophobic, whereas the interactions of molecule A 
to C were of hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic nature. In contrast, there was no direct 
contact detectable for the interaction interface of molecule A with molecule D. 
The detection of Salmonella FliP (St-FliP) hexameric rings by EM analysis was 
inconsistent with the observation of Tm-FliPp homo-tetramers from the crystal 
structure analysis. These contradicting results raised questions concerning the 
relevance and trustworthiness of these results. Interestingly, stoichiometry analysis of 
Tm-FliPp using sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation 
measurements already revealed a homo-tetramer formation in solution (Fukumura et 
al., 2014). Furthermore, it was tested whether dimer units in the observed homo-
tetramers might be involved in the hexameric FliP structure by forming trimers of 
dimers. In the Tm-FliPp crystal two distinct dimers are present A-B and A-C which 
both shared, as described above, hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic interaction 
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interfaces. The periplasmic domain of St-FliP share about 30% sequence identity with 
Tm-FliP, but a homology model of both periplasmic domains based on the tetramer 
crystal structure of Tm-FliPp revealed that although the residues at the interfaces of A 
to B as well as from A to C are not well conserved, the interface properties remained 
similar. 
When the dimer formation of FliPp is analyzed with respect to the structure of full 
length FliP and its location in the inner membrane, FliPp dimer formation with an A 
to C interface can be excluded. The N-terminal part, as well as the C-terminal part of 
the periplasmic domain both have to be located in close proximity to the membrane, 
because they are in between TMH2 and TMH3. Based on this, the interaction interface 
of a possible A-C dimer would be located buried inside the membrane, which is highly 
improbable. There were no comparable steric hindrances conceivable for the A-B 
dimer, favoring the suggestion that FliP is organized in trimers of dimers, which lead 
at the periplasmic interface to intermolecular interactions as described for an A to B 
dimer. 
In order to further determine and verify which FliP dimer is actually present in 
assembled FliP hexamers, in vivo photocrosslinking was used to test FliP-FliP 
interactions at several positions of both interaction surfaces. Based on previous studies 
with the injectisome homolog SpaP, two positions were chosen as positive controls for 
St-FliP-FliP interactions (publication 1). As expected, due to the high sequence identity 
between St-FliP and St-SpaP, these two designated positive controls for FliP-FliP 
crosslinks both showed strong additional bands after UV irradiation which 
correspond to the expected size of a FliP-FliP dimer. Out of the eight additionally 
tested positions two led to an interaction resulting in a band at the same height as in 
the FliP-FliP interaction positive controls. Interestingly, both of those positions are 
located at the A-B interface and therefore strengthens this proposed dimer structure, 
which occurs in the trimer of dimers formation in FliP hexamers. In line with this, it 
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was already shown in the FliP purification experiments for one of these positions that 
this residue was important for FliP hexamer formation. 
Extensive photocrosslinking experiments proved that several positions located in the 
FliP periplasmic loop are interacting with FliO. Additionally, the FliO-FliP 
crosslinking bands seemed to be weaker when FliQ as well as FliR were co-expressed. 
From this, it was proposed that the stabilizing effect of FliO on FliP, which has been 
shown in publication 2, might only be needed until FliR and FliQ bind to this flagella 
export apparatus assembly nucleation complex. 
To study export apparatus subcomplex formation in more detail, several different 
components were co-expressed and purified. With this, it could be shown that FliR 
binds to the FliOP complex as expected and furthermore a FliPR complex could be 
purified to some extent even in the absence of FliO. Additionally, it was shown that 
the switch protein FlhB can be recruited to a FliOPR subcomplex and that the other 
major export apparatus protein FlhA forms ring structures together with the MS ring 
protein FliF, which was stabilized by the C-ring protein FliG. For this, co-expression 
of the C-ring protein FliG was necessary in order to achieve stabilization of FliF by 
FliG, which has been reported before (Morimoto et al., 2014). Interestingly, in this 
setup no other export apparatus component co-purified with FlhA. The loss of FliQ 
and FlhA during export apparatus purification has been observed before for the 
corresponding injectisome components SpaQ and InvA (Zilkenat et al., 2016). 
Adjusting the complex purification protocol by exchanging the detergent n-dodecyl 
beta-D-maltopyranoside (DDM) with the even milder alternative lauryl maltose-
neopentyl glycol (LMNG) changed the elution profile. With this setup, it was shown 
that FlhA as well as FlhB associate with FliP and FliP itself forms tight complex with 
FliO as well as with FliR and FliQ. 
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Figure 8: Graphic summary of publication 3. Flagella export apparatus assembly is initiated with the binding of 
FliP complexes to FliO complexes. FliP is organized in hexameric rings composed of trimers of dimers. FliO forms 
also smaller ring structures with flexible clamps onto which the FliP complexes are able to bind. FliR gets recruited 
to FliP, leading to the dissociation of FliO. FliQ and subequently FlhB associates to the FliPR complex. Export 
apparatus assembly is completed with recruitment of the major export apparatus component FlhA, forming a 
nonameric ring, which encompasses all other components. P: FliP; O: FliO; R: FliR; Q: FliQ; B: FlhB; A: FlhA. 
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Discussion 
Part I: Injectisome Export Apparatus 
Bacterial multi protein complexes are fascinating in many ways. Analogous to 
clockworks, many different parts of various shapes and sizes with distinct features 
have to fit perfectly into each other in order to exert one or many specialized functions. 
The correct assembly of such highly sophisticated complexes is crucial and follows 
some strict hierarchical rules. In the three featured publications of this thesis one 
common major focus point was the assembly of the T3SS export apparatus. These 
papers address the export apparatus of the virulence associated injectisome as well as 
of the flagella system. With different intentions all three studies directed its focus at 
export apparatus subcomplexes and particularly on its central key component, the 
minor export apparatus protein SpaP/FliP. 
In publication 1 “Structural and Functional Characterization of the Bacterial Type 
III Secretion Export Apparatus” it was shown that five SpaP molecules form a 
complex with one SpaR molecule. This result was consistent with a previous study, 
where it was shown that the two export apparatus components are present in five and 
respectively one copies in fully assembled needle complexes (Zilkenat et al., 2016). 
Furthermore, this showed that the purified complex resembles the assembly states of 
SpaP as well as SpaR as they are present in the fully functional system. Until now, 
protein-protein interaction studies of proteins of the export apparatus were performed 
using overexpressed purified components in pull-down assays and therefore might 
not reflect the native situation in vivo (Feria et al., 2012; Kinoshita et al., 2013). 
In this study, the pentameric conformation of SpaP was confirmed via in vivo 
photocrosslinking experiments. It was shown, that these interactions take place in the 
fully assembled and functional needle complex. Interestingly, it was shown that 
positions in SpaP, which were verified as SpaP-SpaP interaction sites, led to crosslink 
ladders with up to 5 crosslinked proteins after UV irradiation. Exactly the same 
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crosslinking pattern was detected when SpaP was expressed in the absence of all other 
structural T3SS components. With this several conclusions can be drawn. First, SpaP 
has to assemble in a symmetrical ring-like fashion otherwise a crosslink ladder would 
be impossible to detect. Additionally, this SpaP subcomplex was able to assemble in 
the absence of all other T3SS components, proving that SpaP has to be the nucleation 
point of T3SS assembly in the inner membrane. 
The method of in vivo photocrosslinking was recently used extensively in various 
studies. For example, with this approach new insight into the multi-protein complex, 
which mediates biogenesis of β-barrel outer membrane proteins, were gained (Wang 
et al., 2016). Or it was used to identify interactions in E. coli between the ferric 
enterobactin outer membrane transporter FepA with TonB, an inner membrane 
protein, which is needed to energize and gate this transporter (Gresock and Postle, 
2017). Moreover, this technique helped to determine and verify the stoichiometry of a 
voltage-gated ion channel to its β-subunit in human tsA201 cells (Murray et al., 2016). 
Here, it was shown that the technique can be used as a powerful tool for the analysis 
of structure and assembly intermediates of multi-protein complexes. In this particular 
case, every attempt to purify a complex composed of only SpaP failed due to missing 
stabilizing effect of SpaR. Nevertheless, with this method it could be shown that a SpaP 
pentamer formation can be detected even in the absence of all other T3SS components, 
indicating that a complex consisting of only SpaP is existent. This result revealed the 
strength of this method, by combining a very sensitive crosslinking technique with the 
advantage of not needing any prior purification steps. 
Additionally, different structural states of protein in complex can be analyzed. This is 
supported by the observations that are made when comparing SpaP pentamer 
crosslink patterns. This ladder pattern can be detected for many different positions but 
mainly in TMH1 and TMH4. Interestingly, when SpaP was expressed in the absence 
of SpaR or any other T3SS components it seemed like only the identified positions in 
TMH1 are forming SpaP-SpaP interactions. In this setup the SpaP ladder pattern at the 
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identified positions in TMH4 are almost completely lost. This shows that without 
SpaR, the SpaP subcomplex is in a different structural and maybe more flexible state. 
The structural organization of the fully assembled needle complex already indicated a 
central role for the export apparatus, due to its location in the core of the system. In 
this thesis the SpaPR subcomplex was identified as the central substructure. It could 
be shown that both proteins have various connections to several other structural 
components of the system. Furthermore, both proteins are interacting with the 
secreted inner rod protein, which is located in the periplasmic space inside the needle 
base and therefore has to be centrally located. This central status is reflected in the 
importance of this subcomplex for the assembly of the complete injectisome. The 
assembly of T3SSs and more precisely of virulence associated T3SSs was the focus of 
several previous studies (Diepold and Wiesand, 2012; Diepold et al., 2010, 2011; 
Wagner et al., 2010). In this work, the established crosslinking method was used to 
monitor subcomplex and respectively assembly intermediate formation in more depth 
than before. 
It was shown that after formation of the SpaPR complex the third minor export 
apparatus protein SpaQ and the switch protein SpaS get recruited and assemble 
independently of the needle base. Interactions of SpaP with SpaQ as well as SpaS were 
unaffected in a background, where the gene encoding for the inner MS ring protein 
prgK was deleted. In contrast to this, it was found that the same interactions were not 
detectable when spaPQRS was expressed in the absence of any other structural 
components in E. coli BL21 cells. This puzzling result seemed to be contradicting to the 
previous result, which led to the idea that SpaQ as well as SpaS assemble to the SpaPR 
complex independently of the needle base structure. It seems like export apparatus 
assembly is more complex than expected and another factor or element is involved in 
export apparatus intermediate assembly. The most prominent candidate InvA can be 
excluded, because subsequent analysis revealed that deletion of invA did not lead to a 
loss of either of the two interactions (data not shown). Further explanations might be 
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the structural flexibility of SpaP and the stability of this intermediate complex. As 
described above, it has been shown that SpaP - SpaP interactions in TMH4 were lost 
when the other components of the spa operon were not expressed. The detected SpaP 
- SpaQ and SpaP - SpaS signature crosslinks were at position 203 in SpaP, hence in the 
mentioned TMH4. In the tested setup all spa operon encoded proteins were present, it 
might be possible that the recruitment of SpaR to the SpaP pentamer leads to the 
stabilization of SpaP - SpaP interaction surfaces in TMH4. Nevertheless, the SpaQ and 
SpaS binding site at position 203 is still in a conformational state, where binding of 
these two proteins is impossible without further stabilization by other structural 
components. To prove this, it would be interesting to test further SpaP - SpaQ/SpaS 
interaction positions outside of TMH4 for their dependence on other T3SS 
components. Therefore, candidates for future further analysis of the assembly of T3SS 
export apparatus could be position 170 in SpaP or 209 in SpaR. At these positions SpaQ 
was identified as interaction partner of both proteins via MS analysis. Another 
approach would be to test the SpaP - SpaQ and SpaP - SpaS crosslinks in a ΔinvA ΔprgK 
double mutant, in order to check if these components are able to take over the structure 
stabilizing role of each other. Additionally, there might be a difference in complex 
assembly or stability between Salmonella and E. coli which could explain this 
discrepancy. Despite of this open question, the study was able to deepen the current 
understanding concerning export apparatus assembly in T3SS. 
The identification of PrgJ as interaction partner of SpaP and SpaR was of special 
interest. Cryo-EM data of mutants lacking all export apparatus components already 
suggested that these components lead to the absence of a cup structure in the 
periplasmic space surrounded by the needle base (Wagner et al., 2010). Based on the 
SpaPR crosslinking it could be shown, as described above, that this subcomplex has to 
be located in the very center of the inner membrane patch. Therefore, it was assumed 
that the cup structure might be made up by the SpaPR complex and this acts as a 
scaffold for the inner rod protein PrgJ. The verification that SpaP and SpaR only 
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interact with PrgJ when this early substrate is secreted increased the relevance of these 
interactions. These results indicated indirectly a continuous connection of the inner 
membrane located SpaPR complex to the needle filament through the inner rod 
protein PrgJ. This assumption is supported by findings that the inner rod protein needs 
to interact directly with the needle filament in order to build functional T3SSs (Cao et 
al., 2017). 
If the SpaPR complex builds a continuous conduit with the inner rod proteins and the 
needle filament, it is highly likely that this subcomplex has to form a pore in the inner 
membrane. In this work, the SpaPR, and to be more precise the SpaP complex, was 
identified as the pore forming unit in T3SSs using a biotin-maleimide labelling essay. 
Based on the size of the conjugated molecule, the SpaP pore was estimated to a 
diameter size of approximately 15 Å. In line with this, previous cryo-EM studies using 
a trapped translocation substrate suggested a similar pore size (Radics et al., 2013). 
This was the first time that the function of protein translocation through the inner 
membrane was associated with any specific T3SS component. 
Although the SpaP pentamer is very unstable and refused to be stably purified on its 
own, it was shown by BN PAGE using an EPEA-tagged version of SpaP that a homo-
SpaP subcomplex exists to some extent. In vivo photocrosslinking detection of SpaP 
pentamers independently of all other components, as described and discussed above, 
strengthened this statement. Moreover, based on the results of the EM analysis it was 
speculated that SpaR gets somehow dissociated from the SpaPR complex. 
Unfortunately the resolution of the pictures derived from the EM analysis was too low 
for further analysis. To follow up on this hypothesis will be one aspect of future 
experiments. A promising approach could be a combined experiment of in vivo 
photocrosslinking, complex purification and electron microscopy. The tested 
hypothesis in this case would be that purification of a SpaPR complex with prior 
crosslinking of SpaP to SpaR or vice versa would shift the population analyzed by EM 
towards donut shaped complexes with the additional density on one side. 
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Additionally, the same approach could be repeated with the identified crosslinks of 
SpaP or SpaR to SpaQ or SpaP to SpaS. Furthermore, sufficient amounts of SpaPR 
complex were purified to continue with further and deeper structural elucidation by 
crystallization and cryo-EM studies. This upcoming work will shed light onto many 
open questions concerning the structure and function of the SpaPR complex and 
hopefully the entire export apparatus. 
Part II: Flagella Export Apparatus 
The results reported in publication 1 were the first ever to link any of the minor export 
apparatus proteins to a specific functional aspect. The high degree of conservation 
between injectisome and fT3SS associated export apparatus implies the same or at least 
similar function for the equivalent protein of the respective other system. 
Nevertheless, it has to be investigated whether there are structural and organizational 
differences between the two systems. A major blind spot in this context was the protein 
FliO. As mentioned above this protein is only present in fT3SS and its encoding gene 
is organized in an operon together with fliPQR. FliO was reported and identified as a 
bitopic membrane protein and is therefore a structural component of the export 
apparatus. Furthermore, it has been shown that FliO is not per se essential for export 
apparatus and thus for flagella functionality (Barker et al., 2010, 2014). Concurrent 
point mutations of FliP restored motility of a ΔfliO strain and therefore suggested a 
direct link between the two proteins (Barker et al., 2010, 2014). 
The outstanding role of SpaP as the pore forming unit and the nucleation point of 
injectisome T3SSs assembly was extensively discussed in the first part of this thesis. 
Focusing on the flagella system, these results raised the question whether similar 
findings could be observed for FliP. Additionally, the effect of FliO on export 
apparatus assembly and FliP functionality was assessed in order to shed light onto the 
question why this component is missing in the injectisome system. In this second part 
two studies will shed light into these specific questions. Furthermore, the goal was to 
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analyze the flagella FliP in more detail and gain insights into similarities or differences 
between the export apparatus of flagella associated T3SS and the injectisome export 
apparatus. 
In publication 2 “A flagellum-specific chaperone facilitates assembly of the core type 
III export apparatus of the bacterial flagellum” it was shown that FliO is more 
abundant in organisms harboring a flagella system than previously estimated, 
showing that this protein is more widespread and consequently more important for 
the system than previously thought. With the quickly increasing amount of data 
derived from whole genome sequencing, the risk of misannotations of genes and 
proteins rose simultaneously. A study comparing different annotations of several 
enzyme superfamily proteins from different protein sequence databases revealed for 
10 out of 37 examined families misannotations of above 80% for various databases 
(Schnoes et al., 2009). Similarly, the results of the FliO analysis showed that this protein 
was wrongly annotated in more than 50% of all genomes encoding a flagella system. 
Furthermore, de novo predictions of FliO, FliP, FliQ and FliR found some interesting 
new insights. There were 48 species which were found to express a FliO homolog but 
no flagellin protein, thus indicating that there might exist FliO homologs which are 
associated to an injectisome system. From an evolutionary point of view this might 
indicate an intermediate stage during the transition from flagella evolving to the 
injectisome system. 
With these new findings on the importance of FliO, the influence and function on FliP 
was further examined. The fact that overexpression of FliP restored a ΔfliO phenotype 
partially suggested that FliO might have a stabilizing effect on FliP. Indeed, it was 
found that FliO prevents FliP degradation and this effect seemed to be exclusively 
targeting FliP. This was the first time that such a direct effect of a protein on a T3SS 
component was described. Furthermore, it was shown that the Lon pathway is 
responsible for FliO directed FliP degradation. This result was highly unexpected, due 
to the fact that Lon is a protease that targets cytoplasmic proteins. However, there have 
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been previous reports that LonB of B. subtilis is membrane localized and furthermore 
it has been shown that the Lon homolog in Yeast degrades mitochondrial membrane 
proteins (Rep et al., 1996; Simmons et al., 2008). Until now only the ATP-dependent 
protease ClpXP was reported to be associated with the regulation of flagella synthesis 
(Tomoyasu et al., 2002). Interestingly, for the Lon protease it was shown that this 
protease is responsible for down regulation of Salmonella SPI-1 genes after invasion of 
host cells via down regulation of hilA (Boddicker and Jones, 2004; Takaya et al., 2002). 
Recently single molecule super-resolution microscopy was extensively used to 
determine exact localization and stoichiometries of several T3SS components or to gain 
insights into assembly pathways (Diepold et al., 2015, 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). In this 
work the method helped to reveal that FliO behaves like a freely diffusing protein in 
the inner membrane and thus is no structural part of the fully assembled basal body. 
This result underlines the stabilizing function of FliO on FliP, which might only be 
needed for nucleation of export apparatus assembly and subsequently gets dissociated 
when this assembly proceeds. Additionally, this indicates that the structure of the fully 
assembled export apparatus of flagella and injectisome systems might be highly alike. 
FliO was the major unknown factor, which raised questions on the similarity of export 
apparatus organization of both structures due to its absence in the injectisome. 
Due to these results, the assembly of export apparatus subcomplexes was investigated. 
It was shown that FliP and FliR form a stable subcomplex whose formation is 
dependent on FliO. Interestingly, FliO was not directly associated to this subcomplex 
indicating that the interaction of FliR with FliP is sufficient to stabilize the complex 
and FliO can dissociate from FliP. The interaction of FliP with FliR and the formation 
of this subcomplex on which subsequently all other export apparatus components 
assemble were in line with the results reported in publication 1. Here, FliO was 
identified as a FliP-specific chaperone which stabilized FliP and prevented its Lon 
dependent degradation until it associates with FliR. The reason why FliO is not present 
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in the injectisome system and why SpaP does not get degraded to the same extend as 
FliP is still puzzling. 
The results of this study were backed and expanded in publication 3 “Assembly and 
stoichiometry of the core structure of the bacterial flagellar type III export gate 
complex”. Extensive structural work on FliP provided deepened insights into this 
export apparatus core component. In EM analysis of FliP complexes, it was shown that 
FliP forms a hexamer with a donut like shape. This result was slightly different 
concerning the determined SpaP stoichiometry, but the donut like shape indicated a 
similar function for both proteins. Purification of the FliP periplasmic loop of T. 
maritima revealed a dimerization of FliP, several identified interaction surfaces were 
verified by in vivo photocrosslinking, leading to a proposed trimer of dimers formation 
of FliP to obtain the observed hexamers. Although these results were conclusive, the 
fact that the hypothesis of a trimer of dimers is based on a crystal structure obtained 
from only a small domain of FliP has to be kept in mind. For example, when a 169 
amino acid stretch of the over 350 amino acid long C-terminus of the Salmonella 
injectisome component InvA was crystallized, it was found that this fragment was 
present as noncrystallographic dimers in the crystals and forms a tetramer in crystal 
packing (Lilic et al., 2010). Nevertheless, structural analysis of the full C-terminal part 
of the InvA homolog MxiA in Shigella flexneri revealed a nonameric organization of 
this protein (Abrusci et al., 2012). Furthermore, it is noteworthy that a decent amount 
of FliP complex particles showed a five-fold or even other symmetries. This could be 
an indication for FliP flexibility in the absence of FliR, which has been already 
discussed above for SpaP in the injectisome system.  
Comparison of the FliP in vivo photocrosslinking results reported in this study with 
the SpaP interaction picture described above gives insights into similarities but also 
discrepancies between the structural organizations of both homologs. As already 
mentioned, two positions in FliP corresponding to proven SpaP-SpaP interacting 
positions were chosen as positive controls for FliP-FliP interactions. Indeed UV 
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irradiation of these mutants resulted in crosslink bands with the expected size of a 
FliP-FliP dimer. This indicates that SpaP-SpaP and FliP-FliP interaction sites are at 
least partially similar. On the other hand it has to be mentioned that for SpaP-SpaP 
crosslinked positions in most cases a five-fold crosslink ladder was observed, 
including both positions used as basis for the FliP-FliP interaction positive controls. In 
contrast to this, for none of the tested positions in FliP a comparable ladder pattern 
was detectable. This supports the hypothesized trimer of dimer formation for FliP but 
at the same time shows a general discrepancy in FliP multimer organization compared 
to SpaP. Despite of their high sequence degree of conservation, the varying reported 
stoichiometries for SpaP and FliP are puzzling and require further investigations. 
Analysis of different export apparatus protein subcomplexes supported the results of 
both previously discussed studies. After FliP ring formation is stabilized by FliO, FliR 
gets recruited and both proteins form the core export apparatus subcomplex. 
Subsequently FliQ, FlhB and FlhA associate to this core complex. In studies on the 
injectisome system, like in publication 1, these components get easily dissociated 
during any purification process. In this work and also in publication 1 and 2, the mild 
detergent DDM was used for protein purification. LMNG has been recently reported 
to be a promising  alternative detergent for purification of integral membrane proteins 
(Chae et al., 2010). By using LMNG instead of DDM, it was shown that even 
supposedly loosely associated components like FliQ and FlhA could be purified 
together with FliP. These results showed that FliQ co-elutes in a complex with FliP and 
FliR and therefore proves that all minor export apparatus components assemble to one 
complex. Furthermore, this experiment revealed explicitly the influence of different 
detergents on protein purification, which was extensively reported and discussed 
before (Seddon et al., 2004). 
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Concluding Remarks 
In summary, the combined results of this thesis deepened the current knowledge of 
T3SS export apparatus assembly. The focus on assembly of the flagella, as well as the 
injectisome, revealed similarities but also one striking difference between both 
systems. A combined picture of assembly is depicted in figure 9. In detail, it has been 
shown that one nucleation point of complex assembly has to be SpaP/FliP. This protein 
oligomerizes and forms a ring complex in the inner membrane through which 
substrates can be translocated. The multimeric form of this protein is very unstable 
and gets easily dissociated. Once one SpaR/FliR molecule gets recruited to the 
SpaP/FliP multimers, this nucleation complex gets stabilized and builds together with 
the bound SpaR/FliR a solid platform, where all other components can assemble step 
by step. In the flagella system, the initiation of export apparatus assembly needs an 
additional factor. Here, the core component FliP is not only unstable in its multimer 
state, but also it gets degraded in its monomer form via the Lon pathway as long as its 
specific chaperone FliO is not present. FliO binds directly to the FliP complex and 
dissociates after recruitment of FliR. The next step of assembly is the recruitment of 
one SpaQ/FliQ molecule to the SpaPR/FliPR base. The correct assembly of all three 
minor export apparatus proteins is crucial for correct assembly of the whole system. 
Next, the one copy of the switch protein SpaS/FlhB associates and subsequently the 
biggest component InvA/FlhA builds a nonameric ring, encompassing the whole 
export apparatus. This ring constitutes the connection between export apparatus with 
the needle base/basal body. Although both major export apparatus components 
contribute 10 molecules with at least 70 transmembrane helices in total, it seems like 
these proteins are not as important for complex assembly as the minor export 
apparatus components. 
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Figure 9: Graphic summary of all publications and comparison of flagella and injectisome export apparatus 
assembly. The multimerization of FliP/SpaP is the nucleation point of export apparatus assembly in both systems. 
In the flagella system this protein needs the specific chaperone FliO to prevent its degradation via the Lon pathway. 
FliR/SpaR gets recruited to the FliP/SpaP multimer and a stable FliPR/SpaPR subcomplex is formed. This 
recruitment leads to the dissociation of FliO in the flagella system. The subsequent assembly of FliQ/SpaQ, 
FlhB/SpaS and FlhA/InvA occurs in both systems in the same stepwise fashion. Flagella column: P: FliP; O: FliO; R: 
FliR; Q: FliQ; B: FlhB; A: FlhA; Lon: Lon protease. Injectisome column: P: SpaP; R: SpaR; Q: SpaQ; S: SpaS; A: InvA. 
This work will not only help to complete the assembly pathway of flagella and 
injectisome systems, moreover it may generally facilitate upcoming studies on 
membrane complex assemblies. Due to the enormous difficulties in analyzing large 
heteromeric membrane complexes and their assembly in vivo, this topic is strongly 
underrepresented in the current literature. The method of in vivo photocrosslinking 
and especially a combined approach with 2D BN PAGE might help to analyze various 
membrane protein complexes and their intermediates. The strength of investigating 
even faint protein-protein interactions in complexes without any necessary 
purification step can be a huge improvement in the field. 
Besides this, the characterization of the specific function for FliO and FliP/SpaP in this 
work could be the basis for further anti-T3SS drug development studies. Both proteins, 
with their crucial role for flagella as well as injectisome function are promising targets 
for new potential anti-infectives. Until now, T3SS inhibitor development focused 
mainly on the transcriptional activators or the ATPase as targets (Duncan et al., 2012). 
With the identification of SpaP as pore forming unit, this structure might especially 
become more and more important for targeted screens. For various applications and 
diseases, specific pore blocking molecules have been successfully developed and used 
(Bezrukov and Nestorovich, 2016; Linsdell, 2014). With the emerging problem of 
antibiotic resistant bacteria, the result of this work could help to find effective 
alternatives to treat pathogenic bacteria. 
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